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Synopsis.
Various time-independent and time-dependent expansions for non-relativ- 

istic motion are considered with a “semi-classical” zero order term. The expan
sions are expressed with the help of quasi-classical paths. They are all easily 
combined with a Born expansion. The connection with the BWK method and 
with the Feynman path integrals is pointed out.
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1. Introduction.

Quasi-classical path integrals occur in various ways in quan
tum mechanics. Their purpose may range from an ex

pression of a hidden pining for the good old classical theory to 
a practical tool in an approximation process. Two characteristic 
forms are the time-independent integrals of, e. g., the BWK 
approximation1) and the time-dependent Feynman path inte
grals2). The BWK method is usually restricted to essentially 
1-dimensional problems. We shall first deal with the question 
in how far this restriction is essential to the approximation. 
Meanwhile we may combine BWK approximation and Born 
approximation. We further discuss the connection between the 
time-independent and the lime-dependent forms (all non-rela- 
tivislic). Finally, we consider the singular case of quasi-classical 
propagation, which occurs in weak fields.

2. 1-dimensional stationary Schrôdinger waves.

Consider a particle with mass m in a potential

V(.r) = Vo(x) + Vi(x). (2.01)

The part Fo(.r) will be involved in a BWK expansion, the part 
Vi(.t) in a Born expansion. One of them may be zero. The eigen
functions yj(.r) of the lime-independent Schrôdinger equation

Vi (a-) y (.r) (2.02)

with energy eigenvalue E can arbitrarily be split up into

V (.r) = ip+ (x) + (x) (2.03)
with

1*
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W(-T) = ^±(æ) ; A±(.r) = B=(.v)A(.r), (2.04)

where A (,r) is an arbitrary normalization function and

S±(.r) = dx' p±(x')’, (2.05)

p± (x) = ± p (a-) = ± { 2m (E — Vo (x) ) 1/2. (2.06)

The splitting (2.03) can be made unique by an auxiliary condition 
on the B’s. If we choose for this

with an arbitrary splitting function C(.r), insertion into (2.02) 
gives for the B’s the equations

The dashes denote the derivatives with respect to x.
We consider such cases for which the coefficients in the right

hand member can be regarded as small, viz., the Vi terms ac
cording to the Born expansion, the derivative terms according 
to the BWK expansion. So we expand

B±(.r) = T B(±r)(.r),
r = 0

(2.09)

with
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(2.12)(r = 0, 1, . . .),
X

and integration of (2.11) gives

(2.13)f

h
± —

of a 2-sided infinite range — oc 
( Vo (,r) < E). Then we have the

—^0

directions, respectively, the 
of (2.11) describes the 
reflection. The r’th order 
r-fold transmissions and 
splitting (2.03) according

In as far as y>+(x) and ^-(.v) are interpreted as the wave compo
nents propagating in the + and 
first part of the right-hand member 
transmission, and the second part the 
approximation then accounts for the 
reflections. But the arbitrariness of the 
to the choice of the condition (2.07) and the splitting function 
C(x) (and also the arbitrariness of the normalization function 
A(r)) should be kept in mind.

Integrating (2.11) we have to care for (z) the singular points 
(“reflection points’’), where E— Izo(.r) = 0 and (zz) the range 
of (x). For the moment we restrict ourselves to the simplest case 

<x < oc without singularities 
boundary conditions
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This corresponds to the iterative solution of the integral equation 

for ip (.r)

(2.14)

with

— S+(x) — S_(x)

ip° (.r) = ip°+ (x) + ip°_ (.r) = B° A (.r) + BL A (,r) .(2.15)

As long as the continuous potential Vo(.r) is approximated 

by a step potential, the splitting (2.03) can be regarded as unique 

in each step interval. The continuous limit then corresponds to 

the choice C(.r) = 1 for the splitting function. This representation 

has been used by various authors3) 4>. The BWK part of the 

“reflection coupling coefficient” in (2.11) is then of 1st order, 

that of the “transmission coupling coefficient” can be made 

equal to zero by the choice of A (.r) = p(.r)12 for the normaliz

ation function.

The choice of A(.r) = C(.r) = p(.r)_1/2 reduces the BWK part 

of all 1st order coefficients to zero and in general will lead to a 

more rapid convergence (if at all) of the iteration process.

Up to the order r = 1 this last choice corresponds to the 

genuine B5)W6)K7) approximation1). In higher orders the ex

pansions are different, because the genuine method uses an 

expansion of S rather than of B.

There are many other modifications of the method (e. g. 

references 8), 9), 10)).
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3. 1-dimensional stationary classical waves.

It is well known that the BWK method is actually very much 
older than quantum mechanics and that much more initials 
would be needed to do justice to all inventors. We shortly point 
out the connection with 1-dimensional stationary classical waves 
(e. g. electromagnetic waves, sound waves) with wave equations 
of the type

(3.01)

d y (x)
i k (x) Z (x) ip (x) — —-  = 0 , 

ax
(3.02)

where À(x) is the wave number and Z(x) the impedance. The 
method of section 2 now leads to the integral equation

> (3.03)

"ith
(x) = ± \ dx' k (x'). (3.04)

The BWK part of section 2 is a special case of the present one with

Z?± (x) = (3.05)

4. Difficulties with more-dimensional stationary waves.

Now consider an iV-dimensional system of particles in a total 
potential

V (x) = Vo (x) + Vi (æ), (4.01)
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where (r) stands for all the coordinates .n, .T2, . . . .riv, and the 
splitting is done in the same way as in (2.01). The mass of the 
particle of which xt is one of the coordinates is written as im. 
We may also add vector potentials

Ai (r) = Aoi (r) + An (<r),

depending on the set of three coordinates of which x-i is one.

(4-02)

From the gauge condition of 
total condition

zero divergence we only need the

N N
\ i 1 dAoi (.r) \ 1 dAlt (.r)>---------_L2=0. (4-03)
f( mt dxi i = i ----- - in i dxii = i

The lime-independent Schrôdinger equation is then

(4.04)

In order to proceed in a similar way as in section 2, one 
needs a set of solutions SoA(æ)’ depending on an (W—^-di
mensional parameter A, of the time-independent classical 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation

for the action function S0/1(.r). For a given A, the (ïV—1)- 
dimensional surfaces of constant action can be labelled by a 
1-dimensional parameter £4

So/l(æ) = Sozi(^zi). (4.06)
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Their orthogonal trajectories are the classical paths, £a can serve 
as a parameter along these paths. In analogy to (2.03), ^(rr) 
can be written as

ip (.r) = J dA y>A (æ) (4.07)

with
i

xpA (.r) = (,r) eh (4.08)

As a first attempt one might try to choose the A’s constant on 
the surfaces of constant action

Ayl(.r) = Az(êz). (4.09)

In this case, one should first investigate whether with (4.09) the 
expansion (4.07) is always possible. Then one would have to 
account for the coupling throughout the (x)-space between the 
waves y\d(x) with different /Ts. But, as surfaces of constant 
action for different A’s in general do not coincide, this coupling 
could not be described directly in terms of the A/i(£/i)’s. (In case 
the classical motion is reversible, the surfaces of reverse solutions 
A and — A conicide. Besides, an auxiliary condition can be 
imposed upon all pairs Aa(£a) and A-a(S-Â)- But, still, the 
difficulty concerning the coupling with other A’s remains).

Instead of an overall coupling between the yj/i(.r)’s with 
different A’s, one could try a local coupling in the point (.r) be
tween the ^/l(.r)’s along the orthogonal trajectory of the corre
sponding S'o.i(^zi) (classical path) through (.r) with different A’s. 
Then, instead of making the restriction (4.09), one would have 
to impose other auxiliary conditions upon the A’s in such a 
way that (analogous to section 2) the coupling equations do not 
contain their second order derivatives and can be separated 
with regard to the first order derivatives in the direction of the 
corresponding path. It seems difficult to choose the auxiliary 
conditions so that we get rid of the second order derivatives, 
which may be said to describe “scattering” (cf. section 5). In
stead, we shall consider another choice of auxiliary conditions, 
by which we get rid of “coupling”.
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5. More-dimensional stationary treatment.

With this other choice it is possible instead of (4.04) to take 
a more general ^-dimensional Schrödinger equation

{E- ZT0 (x)} (.r) = Hi (.r)y>(.r), (5.01)

where in the Hamiltonian operator

ZT(x) = ZT0 (x) + ZZi (x) (5.02)

the part Hi will again be involved in the Born expansion.
In order to introduce quasi-classical paths we have to dehne 

a quasi-classical xV-dimensional Hamiltonian Ho(p,x) correspond
ing to the hermitian operator ZZo(.i'). We can do this, e. g., by 

(real) 
put in

(5.03)

(5.04)

(5.05) 
i Oxi

In practice, H(p,x) defined in this way does not contain h. 
Otherwise, one might (at least in sections 5 and 6) instead of 
H (p, x) also use

Hc(p,x) = lim H(p,x), (5.06)
h->o

(

The operators (p) and (x) read in .r-representation

Xi. = Xi.

means of Weyl s rule of correspondence 
functions u(p,.r) and (hermitian) operators a, which 
the form12)

1
a(^’77) = ^v Trace

between
we

« (//, x').

h d
i = ~ ~

a — \ \ d£N clrjN e" a (£, r/) <—> a ( p, x)
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which can directly be obtained from

------- —XpiXt

IIc(p,x) = lim e H (.r)
ti^o

(5.07)

If there were a difference at all between H and Hc, it would be 
at least of 2nd order in h. This also holds for other possible choices 
of the rules of correspondence.

Owing to the relation

The hermitian operator Qo(-r) (or Qro(-r) if Hco is used instead 
of Ho) is at least of 2nd order in h. In case of the ordinary Schrô
dinger equation (4.04), it is

n2 a2
2 d x]

(5.10)

The form (5.09) can be used in various ways. If, e. g., one 
takes Hi (x) = 0 and puts

ip (x) — A (x) e" (5.11)

with real amplitude andp base functions A(.r) and S(x), then 
the real and imaginary parts can each he equated to zero. This 
is done (with a longing for the good old classical theory) in the 
“pilot wave’’ theories14) 15) for the case (4.04), where Qo(x), 
according to (5.10), is real and therefore is taken together with 
the first square brackets of (5.09).
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Al present we consider, just as in section 4. a set of solutions
SoZ1 (.r) of the time-independent Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the 
action function Sozi (a?)

(5.12)

and the corresponding solution Ao q(x) of

The classical paths are again the orthogonal trajectories of the 
surfaces of constant action (4.06). (5.14) is the stationary con
tinuity equation for the classical density Aozt(.r)2 along the paths 
of the system A in a statistical ensemble. Along each path of the 
solution A we introduce a parameter sa, for which

2

.r
(5.15)

*W(x) = A0/l(.r')exp . (5.16)

is an
(5.15)

infinitesimal
we can also take,

element of the path. Instead of 
say, the zth terms only, 

of the solution A, which

d.s.i =

where (</.rq)
the sums in
Integration of (5.13) along that path 
goes to (.r) from a point (.r'), gives

7

d.rf .4
„ dS0 a 
d — 

dxi
i
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(x') and Aozl(æ/) still have to be suitably determined. In the
1-dimensional case, where there is no divergence of paths, the 
density simply becomes inversely proportional to the velocity

(5.17)

In the representation (4.07), (4.08) we now use the auxiliary 
conditions on the .lzj(.r)’s, at least in such a way that the ^(.x/s 
for various values of A separately satisfy (5.01). Writing

Az(æ) = B/i(rc) Aoz(x’), (5.18)

that together with (5.09), (5.12), and (5.13) gives the equation

——- 'Qo (x) + Ht (x)} {Ba (æ) Aoz (x)} 
Aozl(æ)

(5.19)

We consider again such cases where the operators in the right
hand member can be regarded as effectively small, so that we 
can make the expansion

with 

QO

r = 0
(5.20)

and
(x) = B°a (constant) (5.21)
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i

^0.4 (æ)

These equations might be said to describe the “scattering” of the 
separate semi-classical waves

= Aozt(æ)efi (5.23)

due to the “quantum potential” operator Qo(<f) and the “Born 
potential” operator Hi(.i-) in a similar loose hazy way as (2.11) 
was said to describe the coupling between the various (two) 
semi-classical waves.

Integrating (5.22) we have to take care of (z) the occurrence 
of “reflection and scattering singularities” and (z’z) the range of 
the coordinates (x) and the boundary conditions. As to (z), 
singularities may occur not only due to the vanishing of the 
velocity vector in the left-hand member of (5.22), but also due 
to the operators Qo and Hi in the right-hand member, e. g., along 
the envelopes (caustics) of the classical path for a given A. 
For the moment we restrict ourselves to the simple cases where 
they do not occur. As to (zz), we assume that the region of (x)- 
space, in which Qo and Hi are effectively different from zero, 
can be enclosed in an (N— l)-dimensional surface A (which may 
tend to infinity). Let us denote the points where the classical 
paths cut this surface with the velocity vector pointing towards 
the inside direction by (.r'). Further we assume that the “in
coming wave” given on A can be represented by

^o(^) = (5.24)

with

Ä(O = B°aAoa(x) en (5.25)
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and a suitable choice for BQa (e. g. 1) and Ao A (a/). These choices 
for (a/) and AoA(æ') Aydl be used in (5.16).

Now we have for (5.22) the boundary conditions

«Z + 1*O')  = 0 (r = 0, 1,...) (5.26)

and (5.22) can be integrated along the classical path of the 
solution No a (a- ) which goes to (a?) from the corresponding point 
(a?') on 27

/•w
(,r) Ao a (x) = \

*V)
A o/i (a?) — i 

Ao a (x") ft

!Qo (x") + H) (a:")} {B<5) (æ") ^OA (*")}  O’ =0,1,...).

(5.27)

This corresponds to the iterative solution of the integral equation 
for

Az) »
VA (* r) = Æ (æ) + \ (ÅsA dp a (a:) — i 

loAÇx'7) ft

I 4{s0/t(*)  — -SoA^'Oy
(Qo (x") + (x")} \en VA O")i

with
^oA^ 

Â(æ> = ^Å^oaW^

(5.28)

(5.29)

as the semi-classical incoming wave.
The genuine BWK approximation, if extended to more than 

one dimension in higher orders, would again use an expansion 
of 5 rather than of B. The present expansion coincides with it 
up to the order r — 1 . It seems that in non-separable more- 
(3-) dimensional problems it has not been used in higher ap
proximation than r = 0 (semi-classical waves)16).

If, for the left-hand member of (5.01), we take the ordinary 
form (4.04) with N < 3 for a free particle (Aoi(x’) = Vo (a-) = 0), 
the integrations can be carried out for various sets of free particle 
solutions SoA(a^), which all result in the usual Born expansion.

It goes without saying that besides the treatments discussed 
so far there are many other possibilities (e. g. ref. 17)).
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6. Time-dependent treatment.

The notions of coupling in section 2 and of scattering in 

section 5 should become somewhat clearer in a time-dependent 

description. The method of section 2 appears not suited to intro

duce time dependence in a straightforward way, but the method 

of section 5 can be made more readily fit for it.

Instead of (5.01) we take the time dependent xV-dimensional 

Schrödinger equation

Ho(x, /)! y>(.r, 0 = Hi(x,t) ip(x, t). (6.01)

I z at i

The Hamiltonian operators may now also depend on time.

Whereas the stationary problem in general is to find the 

eigenfunctions (and eigenvalues) of (5.01) with certain boundary 

conditions, the general time dependent problem is to derive from 

y(.r, T) at a given time t' (initial condition) ip(x,f) at other times t. 
This connection can be expressed by

ip (,r, t) = \ dx'N K (x, t ; x', I') ip (x', t'), (6.02)

where K (x, I ; x', I’ ) is determined by

!---- - — — (x, 0 K (x, I ; x', t') = (x, t) K (.r, t ; x', t’) (6.03)

I i dt I

with the initial condition

lim K(x,t;x',t') = <TY (.r — .r') (6.04)
t —r->o

and (if (6.03) is understood to be valid for all t —- /') a somewhat 

different representation18) is obtained if K(x,t,x' ,t') is multiplied 

by a factor e(/ — /'), which is 1 for t > t' and 0 for t < /') the 

inversion condition

A’ (x, t ; x', t') — K - (.r', f ; x, I). (6.05)

The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate.
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In order to introduce quasi-classical paths, we define H(p,x\ Z) 
in the same way as H(p,x) in section 5. Instead of (5.09) we now 
have

[ li d 
I Idt

— Ho (x, t) \ehI
I (x, t ; x', t’)

D (x, t ; x', t')

(6.06)

The remarks in section 5, regarding Qo(.r), also hold for the pre
sent Qo (x, t).

Proceeding in an analogous way as in section 5, we consider 
the solutions I0^(x, t;x', t') of the time-dependent Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation for the principle function (“eikonal”) Io (ar, t; 
x', t') with t > t'

dx

dHo

(6.08)

D0/(.r, t; x', t') = 0

dt

and the corresponding solutions D0^(x> t; x',

dI0Å(x,t-,x',t')
— Ho

\ dx ’ / d 
ddIoA dxi 

dxt

= 0 (6.07)

1 a2 Ho 

+ 2

i da

Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 30, no.19. 2
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If there are different solutions IQ^Çx,t; x', t') (distinguished by 
hte suffix Â), they correspond to different classical paths from 
(x') at a time t' to (x) at a time f19). Analogous to (5.14), (6.09) 
is the dynamical continuity ecpiation for the classical density 
function Do^ (x,t',x' A')2- But, whereas (5.14) refers to the paths 
of the system A (all with the same energy B), (6.09) refers to 
the paths Â starting from (x') at a time This common starting 
point of diverging paths (which occasionally may also occur in 
(5.14)*)  gives rise to a singularity for t — F -> 0. For the direct 
(almost straight) classical path from (x') to (x) during the in
finitesimal time interval from t’ to t we have in (6.08), (6.09)

(0

Then

(Ü)

lim
(x')

72

of Sy. (x) and A (x) we may then write (x, x’) 
(6.10) one has for (x’) —> (x) the singularity

lim >----
(x')->(x) i dx'i

* Professor A. Bohr informs me about a time-independent 3-dimensional treat
ment initiated by Christy32) and generalized by Fröman33\ in which one chooses a 
special system zl of paths which start from points (x’) on a surface 27 (which now 
may also be inside the region where Qo and Hr are effective) and converge towards 
a point (x). For this system A, the treatment of section 5 becomes more analogous 
to that of section 6. Instead 
and A (x, x’). Analogous to

— (ôs0 A 
dx ’ /

dxi

is a special solution of (5.01) (in the special form (4.04) with TV = 3; AQi (x) — 0, 
with the singularity

1
lim J (x, x ) = lim Ao/1 (x, x ) — lim —pq.

(x')->(.r) (x')^(x) (xz)-> (x) x'—x|

A general solution tp (x) is then in Ftöman’s method with the help of Green’s 
formula expressed as
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For the parameter along the path introduced in analogy to 
(5.15) we can now take the time t. (6.08) could formally be 
integrated along the path A from (x', t') to (x, f)

D0/_ (x, t; x', /') = I)0Å (x, t'-,x, /')

(6-11)

similar to (5.16). The singular function I)0^(x',t';x',t') is left 
undetermined. For a classical path Ao, which for an infinitesimal 
time interval f — ■ t' is a direct (almost straight) path, lhe limit

y 
lim Do^oÇx, t; x', t') (t — t')z 

t — t'+o
(6.12)

remains finite. If L

then is explicitly 
ref, 16)) of (6.09)

dx \ / dx\
— ; t is a 2nd order polynomial in — , dt I F J \dt)
given by van Hove’s solution20) (cf. also

A)A(æ’ O2 = ^oA (x,
dxi dx'j

(6.13)

(x) = — 1 C , V/ fdJ <x> x'>
4 71 ) I dxn 

E

y (æ') — J (x, x') ,d.rn J
(ip)

where n denotes the direction of the normal on 27 towards (x). This expression 
(which is analogous to that of Kirchhoff in optics; cf. also ref. 16)), has been 
used with the semi-classical approximation for J.

2*
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The double bar denotes the determinant of the square matrix 

z. . rx . I dV \(i, j — 1, 2, ... A). For more general functions L lx, — ; / I, (6.13) 

still satisfies (6.09), as can directly be checked with the help of 

(6.07). Contrary to (6.11), (6.13) fixes the limit for t — t' 0. As 
long as the determinant becomes nowhere zero, the constant c; 

can be chosen so that (6.13) is positive. Otherwise, the singularities 

of have to be carefully investigated. It may be observed that 

a representation of the solution of (5.14) in terms ol\S’0;_ analogous 

to the solution (6.13) of (6.09) in terms of /0; cannot be given.

As the principal function 70; (x, f; x', /') is equal to the path 

/ cte \
integral of the Langrangian Lo x, — ; /

(6.14)

the (singular) initial condition for t — t'->0 for the direct (al
most straight) path Âo from (x') to (x) during the infinitesimal 

lime interval from /' to t is

lim /O;o (x, / ; x',/') = lim (t— t') Lq\.vv,--------- ;t\, (6.15)
t — t'+o t —t'->o \ I — f

where (xv) lies between (x') and (x). The corresponding singularity 

of (6.13) is then given by

in agreement with (6.12).
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If, for t < I', we define

(6.17)

(with the asterisk for the case it might become complex) and

(6.18)

(6.19)

with

(6.20)

and make an expansion

(6-21)

with
(6.22)

for t > t'and

dH0

(6.23)

B^> (x, I-, x , f) = ßj(x',/'),

then, for t < t', /0/ (,r, I ;x',/') and Do; (x,t;x',t') in the equations 
(6.07) — (6.13) have to be replaced by —Iq\(x, t ; x', t') and 
/>ø) (.r, / ;.r', f), d/dt and d/dxi by d/dt' and d/dx^, c-f by —q. 
(If the classical motion is reversible, the restrictions of the equa
tions to either t > t’ or t < t' can be dropped).

In order to proceed along similar lines as in section 5, we 
might (summing over all classical paths from (x') at t' to (,r) at /) 
try to put

d <
- Æ.(r + 1) (x, t- x, /') 

i /•
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With regard to (6.05) and (6.17), (6.18) we should have for t < /'

B<r) (.r, t;x', I') = (,r, .r, /). (6.24)

Now, if only Io^ and 79O; would satisfy an initial condition

lim > B?
t — t' -> o /.

/.1 o z
(.r', r)D0Â(æ, t\x, l')e

, t; x', t')

ôN (,r — x') (6.25)

for a suitable (perhaps not unique) set of B°’s, we would have 
for (6.23) the initial conditions

lim B|r + 1)(.r, f) = 0 (r = 0, 1, . . .). (6.26)
t — t' *o  ’

If further no „reflection and scattering singularities” would occur 
along the classical paths 2 from (.?') at /' to (.r) at t, then (6.23) 
could be integrated along these paths

!><)>(x,t;x'^l'') — i f
/)o/.(-v"> .r', /') fi ' QoU", /"))

'B<;> (.r", V, f) t", x', i')} (r = 0, 1, . . .).

(6-27)

This would correspond to the iterative solution of the integral 
equation for (æ> x'> t)

(6.28)

(6.29)

as the semi-classical approximation.
If it were only the non-uniqueness of the choice of the B? (.?', f') 

in (6.25), which determines the amplitudes with which the dif- 
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ferent paths from (.r', /') to (.r,/) take part in the representation 
of the propagation process, the problem might be to choose them 
so as to obtain as good convergence as possible, if convergence 
is possible at all. The crucial points of the solution are the ab
sence of singularities and the limiting condition (6.25).

For the moment, we restrict ourselves to cases without sin
gularities. It is likely that the occurrence of more than one path Â 
from (af, F) to (.r, f) entails the occurrence of singularities19^. This 
would mean that, with our restriction, we have cut off the dis
cussion of such cases.

For the ordinary time-dependent form of the Schrödinger 
equation (4.04), the limit of the term (6.25) for the direct (almost 
straight) path from (af) to (af) during the infinitesimal time inter
val t — t' has been investigated by many authors. It has been 
done particularly carefully by Choquard19), who also derived 
the limits of the other terms for the indirect paths. In fact he 
finds the latter to be zero, so that our corresponding B9(a/,/') 
in (6.25) would be left indetermined in this case, if it were justified 
to deal with them at all. The limit for the direct paths actually 
does give a ^-function in this case. It need not do so for Hamil
tonians Ho(p,x;f) which are not 2nd order polynomials in (p). 
If it does, B® (x', t') can be determined fromZo

i

lim D0^a (x, t ; x', t') e 1 
t — t' -> 0

= ôN (.r — a-/) lim \ duN ! c^o 
T->0*  I

where for //«») we may take the leading term of L in the asymp
totic expression for _> x .

i

It seems that, just as in section 5, the present expansion has 
not been used in higher approximations than r = 0.

In the present expansion, the “quantum potential” Qo and 
the “Born potential” Hi are treated on the same footing. 
They can also be separated by first taking 7<o(.r, / ; .r',/') as the 
solution of (6.03), (with (6.04), (6.05)) or (6.28) without the terms 
with H\. Then (cf. 18)), owing to (6.04), K(x, t ,x', t') is the solution 
of the integral equation
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K (,r, / ; x', t') — Ko (x, t; x', t')

t")Hi(x", t") K(x", •v',/')•
(6.31)

If H is effectively small, (6.31) can again be solved in a Born 
expansion by iteration.

7. Feynman path integrals.

Another expansion than that of section 6 is used in the 
Feynman path integrals 2) 20) 21) 22). This representation for a time 
interval from /' to t is obtained by iteration of the (zero order) 
solution of section 6 for infinitesimal time intervals and then 
taking the limit (if we were able to do so) of zero time intervals. 
In this section, we consider the solutions for infinitesimal time 
intervals from a different point of view than in section 6, avoiding 
at the same time the difficulties with possible indirect classical 
paths.

We use again Weyl’s rule of correspondence (5.03), (5.04), 
from which it follows12) that the kernel u(.r,.v') in .r-representation 
of the operator a

ay (x) = \dx'N a (x, x') y> (x') (7.01 )

is connected with the function rz(p,.r) by

The solution of (6.03) with (6.04) and (6.05) for an infinitesi
mal time interval dt is in first order

(7.03

The term with //] will again be treated as a small perturbation.
For the other terms we write, using (7.02),
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Ko (x, t + dt; x', t)

= ôN (x — af) —- dt Ho (.r, x' ; /)

In order to obtain the Lagrangian rather than the Hamiltonian, 
we make, for a suitably chosen (p), the expansion

Then we could try in (7.04) a stationary phase approximation 
by choosing (p) so that the first order terms in (7.05) vanish 

(7.06)

For this choice of (p) the zero order terms just give
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where L(.r, - ; t is the Lagrangian corresponding to the Hamil- 
dt /

tonian H (p, x; t).
The integral (7.04) can now readily be evaluated if the higher 

than second order terms in (7.05) are zero, i. e. if Ho(p,x;t) is 
a polynomial in (p) of 2nd order. In this case, we obtain

y

d pi d pj

d2 Hoip,X + X ;
(7.08)

provided the determinant of the second order derivatives of Ho 
does not vanish. (Thus, the singular case that Ho(p,x; f) is linear 
in (p) must be excluded). With the help of (7.06) and the inverse 
relation

(7.09)

this determinant can (even if Ho is not a second order polynomial 
in (p)) be expressed in terms of Ao by

d2H0(p,
1
9 d (p)

1
2

dpidpj

(7.10)

The expression in curled brackets denotes the Jacobian. The 
resulting
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Ko (æ, t + dt; x , f)

(7.11)

is precisely the zero order contribution (with correct normalization 
factor) of the direct classical path in section 5 (if also there the 
correspondence is chosen according to Weyl’s rule), in agree
ment with Choquard’s theorem19) that for infinitesimal time inter
vals there is no contribution from indirect classical paths.

The case that Ho (p, x; t) is a second order polynomial in (p) 
is equivalent to the case that Lo\x, t\ is a second order 

/<fc\ '
polynomial in | —j. In other cases, the integral (7.04) will in

general not be exactly equal to (7.08) or (7.11) although, according 
to the principle of stationary phase, the latter expressions might 
be regarded as more or less appropriate approximations to the 
first ones—or vice versa.

(7.11) has likewise to satisfy the initial condition (6.04) be
fore it can be regarded as a competitor of (7.04) for giving the 
most correct description.

If Ko (x, t;x',t') has been found for infinitesimal t—t', it 
can for finite time intervals formally be obtained by iteration in 
the well-known way. If t — t' is divided into n infinitesimal 
intervals f<*  + 1)— /<*)  = c?/<*)  (k = 0, 1, . . . n; (.r(°), Z(°)) = (x', t'), 
(x(n+1\ /(« + D) = (æ, f)), then

K (x, t; x,

Ko (æ<* +1>, /<*>)__  dt^ Hi ô
h

(7-12)

By lack of an appropriate practical calculus (another formal 
representation has been given by Davison22)), this limit can only 
be treated by approximation methods. Feynman considered it to 
result from the contributions of all kinematical paths from (x', t')
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over (.r(1), (.r(2), /<2)), . . . (.r(w), /(n)) to (,r, t) for all values
of (ad1)), (ad2)), . . . (x,(w)). Because, for infinitesimal /(* +1) — /<*)  = 

dtW, Ko (xd* +1), /(*+D;  x’(*),  /(*))  can in this picture of paths be 
regarded as due to the direct classical path from (x<*),  M*))  to 

(x(&+1), /(fc+1)), those kinematical paths which, in the limit of all 

dt<k> -> 0, would not tend to what we vaguely shall call „smooth” 
paths, will not effectively contribute to (7.12). The criterion when 

a path is considered to be „smooth” remains to be established.

For the case that (7.11) may be used for A’o in (7.12), an 

approximation by stationary phase has been considered by
*/r(fc+l) —x(k) x(k+l)_x(k) \

Cécile Mouette20'. The Ao ------ ,------- — ’sin
\ 2 dt^ I

the exponents arc expanded in powers of the (x(fc) — x.(fc))’s 

for suitably chosen (x(fc))’s. In order to make the phase stationary, 

the first order terms must be made to vanish. They do cancel if 
the (xd^^’s are chosen on a classical path Z from (x', /') to 

(x, f) at the times Owing to the conditions for infinitesimal 

time intervals, Â has to be a “smooth” path. The zero order terms, 

which can be taken before the integral signs in (7.12), then con

tribute the factor

(7.13)

If higher than second order terms in the Taylor expansion may 

be neglected according to the principle of stationary phase, it is 

seen from comparison with section 6 that, in this approximation, 

(7.12) is again given by the semi-classical approximation (6.29). 

Thus, from all the kinematical paths, only the classical path z 

yields in the lowest order an effective contribution. It does not 

seem as if the higher order terms in the present expansion will 

be less intractable than those in the expansion of section 6. Be

sides, also here, we come into difficulties if more than one “smooth” 

classical path is possible from (x', /') to (x, /). The convergence 

of the Taylor expansion giving a stationary phase near one of 

them becomes particularly doubtful near the others. One might 

try to make such an expansion near each of them and hope that 

contributions from space-time regions far from all of them could 

be neglected because of phase cancellation, so that (7.12) would 
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split up according to (6.19). In order to determine the amplitudes 
of the contributions (æ, I ; æ', t') of the various paths, one 
would even then have to deal with the junctions, with possible 
singularities along the paths and with possible discontinuities of 
the paths (or even of their existence) in their dependence on 
(x, /) and (,r', /'). One might hope that (e. g. for fixed (.r) and 
(a?') and decreasing t — t') the contributions of paths would turn 
out to decrease with decreasing “smoothness”. Anyhow, these 
speculations are cut off by the restrictions on the scope of the 
present paper.

It does not seem that the treatment of the present section could 
be improved by choosing other rules of correspondence than those 
of Weyl.

8. Quasi-classical distributions.

In this section, we discuss the particular role of the quasi- 
classical paths from a somewhat different point of view. To this 
purpose we use a rather queer and even treacherous representation 
of quantum mechanics, which (apparently independently and 
with quite different intentions and interpretations) has been given 
by a number of authors (cf., e. g., refs. 23), 24), 25), 12)).

To the operators a representing observables and to the statistical 
operators k representing quantum mixtures26) we relate functions 
a (p, x) and k (p, x) in such a way that the expectation value of 
the observable for the mixture can be written as

Trace (ka) = (8.01)

If we relate a (p, x) to a according to Weyl’s rule of correspond
ence (5.03), (5.04), then we have to relate k (p, x) to k in the 
same way12), k (p, .r) is then the Wigner distribution27). For the 
special case of a pure quantum stale with wave function (.r) 
in the (^-representation, this becomes

In order to transform the equations of motion, e. g. those in 
Schrôdinger representation
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f,*(0  = -
o t ft

(8.03)

into the (p, ^-représentation, we need the expression which 
corresponds to the commutator brackets

z r ,, i- a, b] = ~(ab-ba). (8.04)
ft ft

This turns out to bc12)

where the 6 symbol denotes differentiation to the left. The equation 
of motion for the Wigner quasi-distribution function k ip, x) thus 
becomes (in Schrödinger representation)

2
— sin 
ft

ft xçt i 6 d
2 \6pidxi

6 d
6Xi d pi

k(p, x; t).
(8.06)

This stochastic equation is only then a point-to-point transfor
mation of the type of classical statistical mechanics

0 dpi
dt

dkc ip, x; t) dxi\ 
dxi dt /

(8.07)

if the right-hand member of (8.06) reduces to12)

- (// ip, x; t), k(p, x; 0)

with the Poisson brackets

(8.08)

(a ip, x), b ip, ,r)) = a ip, x)
6 d

6xi d pi
bip, X). (8.09)

It we use Heisenberg instead of Schrödinger representation, we 
obtain a similar condition for the bracket expression of a and H 
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instead of k and II. The conditions are only satisfied for all 
operators k and a if H{p,x-,k) is a polynomial of 2nd order 
in (p) and (x).

For the two-sided operators in (8.05) and (8.09) we use the 
abbreviations

and

VI—A 6 d \
v ' \6pidxi

i
6 Xi dpt'

2 In \
- sin - s4? 
h \ 2 1 = ¥ + æ

(8.10)

(8.11)

With other rules of correspondence than those used here, 
may be different. But it is a fundamental feature of correspond
ence12) that, for no linear rule of correspondence, the commutator 
brackets and the Poisson brackets can correspond to each other 
identically. Therefore cannot vanish identically. It is of 2nd 
order in h. If and Hi (p, x; t) in

H(p,x; t) = H0(p,x; t) + Hi(p,x; t) (8.12)

can be treated as effectively small, we can try the expansion

with

Q0_

k(p, x ; /) = JS À'(r) (p, ,r; /) 
r = 0

(8.13)

dk^ (p,x ; t)
(Ho (p, .r; t), Å’*0) (p, x; /)) 0, (8.14)

dÅ-(r + 1) (p, .r ; 0
d t

~(H0(p, x; I) , Å-(r + 1) (p, x; t))

= — {Ho (p, x; t) 9Î + Hi (p, x; 0 } k^ (p, x; t)

(r = 0, 1, . . .).

(8.15)

According to (8.14), k(<y> (p, x; /) varies with time in exactly 
the same way as a classical distribution function (cf. (8.07)) 
moves along the classical paths corresponding to the Hamiltonian 
H(p,x; t). If the classical path, which reaches (p, ,r) at the time 
t, starts at the lime t' from (p', .r'), then
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A,(0) (7), .r; /) = Å-(0) (7/, x' ; t'). (8.16)

Integration of (8.15) along this path gives

Å-* r + 1) (p, .r; / ) = A’^+D (7/, x' ; /')

.r"; /")9l + Hi (7/', .r"; t")^]k^>(p", x" ; t")

(r = 0, 1, . . .).

(8.17)

In the present representation there is just one single classical path. 
(8.16) and (8.17) correspond to the iterative solution of the 

integral equation

k(p,x; t) = k(p',x'; t') 
i*(V,  x; t) I
\ .r"; /")8t + Hi(p", .r"; /")'4? pc (/>", ,r" ; I").

I'he operators Ho91 and Hi ^3 (operating on A) again represent the 
“quantum scattering” and the “Born scattering”. The present 
equation (8.18) (for the statistical operator k) in the variables 
(/>), (-r)> more or less corresponds to the equation (6.29) (for 
the dynamical transformation operator K (t, t')) in the variables 
(.r), (.r'), I, t', as far as the latter is valid. We shall not try for 
the moment to transform (8.18) directly from one representation 
to the other.

The quasi-classical features of the present representation can 
be seen as an expression of the correspondence principle. The 
treacherous touch is that it seems to meet to a certain extent that 
pining for the good old classical theory. It cannot actually do so 
for various reasons. One of them is the fact that, in any corre
spondence between quantum operators and quasi-classical func
tions, the infinitesimal unitary transformations represented by 
commutator brackets in the quantum representation cannot in 
general correspond in the same sense to the infinitesimal canonical 
transformations represented by Poisson brackets in the quasi- 
classical representation. This leads to „quantum scattering” 
described by the operator 9t But even in those singular cases 
(considered in the next section) where this “quantum scattering” 
is effectively absent, there arc still other prohibitive reasons28) 12> 
which fall outside the scope of the present paper.
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9. Weak potentials.

If, as in the ease of the ordinary Schrödinger equation (4.04), 

Ho (p, x; f) is a 2nd order polynomial in (p) (and Lo (•*',  — ; 

a 2nd order polynomial in ( {[)) ’ ^ie condition (6.25) 

in section 6 and the equivalence of (7.04) and (7.11) in section 7 
can be considered as assured. One speaks of a Schrödinger 
equation with “weak potentials” (or shortly of “weak potentials”) 

if Ho(p,x;f) is a 2nd order polynomial in (p) and (x) (and 

/ dx \
Lo læ, — ; t\ a 2nd order polynomial in (.r) and I—II. We have 

seen in section 8 that, in the latter case (and only then), the “quan
tum scattering” is absent. Then the methods of the preceding 
sections must also work out rather simply.

In weak potentials there is only one single classical path from 
(pc , t') to (x, t). Difficulties with more than one path do not 
appear. We may drop the index A. There is also no ambiguity 
in H(p,x‘,f) by the choice of the rules of correspondence.

We shall separate the “Born potential” Hi according to (6.31) 
and only consider Ko (pc, t; x', I') .

In weak potentials the expressions

lim
t —o

d2Io (x, t; x', t') 
dxt dx’j

d d2 Io (pc, t ; x', t') 
dt dxtdx'j

(9.01)

are independent of (x), (#') and therefore also

d2 Io (x, t ; x’, I’} 
dxi dx'j

Do (pc, t\x', T)2. (9.02)

If we exclude singularities, the same can be said about Do(pc,t', 
x , t'). Then all successive higher order terms (r = 0, 1, . . .) of 
(6.27) (without H i) become zero and (still apart from singularities) 
the semi-classical expression (6.29) is the exact solution of (6.03), 
(6.04), (6.05).

The Taylor expansion of Lo used in section 7 breaks off after
3 
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the 2nd order terms in the case of weak potentials, and we obtain 
the same exact solution as according to section 6. So, as is well 
known, in weak potentials no other Feynman paths yield effective 
contributions than the one single classical path.

In the representation of section 8 the time dependence of the 
quasi-distribution (/c(p, x;/) in a weak potential is actually 
described by a point-to-point transformation of the type of 
classical statistical mechanics (although Å’(p,-c;/) has not the 
proper type of a classical distribution function).

This case once more illustrates the rather singular behaviour 
of quantum systems in weak potentials, e. g., the harmonic 
oscillator29) 30) 12). In particular it shows how dangerous it may 
be without further investigation to generalize conclusions which 
have been derived only for the case of weak potentials also to 
other cases.

10. Conclusion.

The foregoing expansions arc just some examples out of a 
great variety, all with a quasi-classical lowest order term. Even 
in “weak potentials”, where this is the only term, it does not 
open the gate to the lost classical paradise. For some problems 
the expansions may be useful as practical approximation methods. 
In particular the lowest order BWK approximation works in 
some respects surprisingly well31).

As soon as singularities occur, e. g. connected with “classical 
reflections”, the situation near and beyond these points has to 
be carefully investigated, as it has been done in the stationary 
1-dimensional BWK approximation. These singularities are also 
of importance for the unsolved problem how to deal with various 
competing classical paths.

A generalization to a relativistic treatment could more readily 
be performed for the boson than for the fermion case.

CETN Theoretical Study Division,
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Copenhagen

on leave of absence from
Groningen University.
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